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Okuma guide select pro rod warranty

Related article Our showroom is closed due to COVID. Both transportation and local pick-up are available at checkout. Selected Okuma rods are supported by a limited lifetime warranty that covers defects in work and materials during the lifetime of the rod.  If the rod should break under these conditions
then please return the rod okuma fishing solution at the address below.  This warranty does not apply to commercial use of rods.  If any changes are made to the original factory bar, all warranties are void. All bars sent either for warranty or for repair must be prepaid and insured.  Before submitting a
product, call either (800) GO-OKUMA or (909) 923-2828 to obtain the return authorization number.   This number should be placed on the outside of the box in a place clearly visible to our customer service personnel.  If your pole is repaired and you are not covered by the warranty, our customer service
technicians will notify you of any estimates before starting your work order.  Okuma Fishing Tackle Corporation is not responsible for any incidental or consequential damages. If Okuma finds that the rod break occurred as a result of an accident, misuse or normal wear and tear, then your claim will not be
covered by the warranty.  If your rod is not covered by our warranty, Okuma has put in place additional programs to help you return to fishing as quickly as possible.  See below for our three level program for replacing rods. If okuma finds that your product is covered by our warranty and we choose to
replace the damaged rod, but we no longer offer this particular model, we will replace it with a comparable product that we determine is closest to your original model and of equal value from our existing product line.  Okuma offers fishermen three flexible options for replacing or repairing damaged fishing
rods. Limited Lifetime Standard Warranty: As mentioned above, you can send your pole to Okuma as part of our Limited Lifetime Warranty program.  This process requires a payment of $19.95 to cover return shipping and handling, which should be included in your return.  If we find that damage to the
rod is covered by the warranty, we will either repair or change the rod and send it back to prepaid shipping.  If it decides that this rod damage is from abuse, abuse or anything other than a manufacturer defect, then our customer service will contact you with replacement and repair options. Please note
that for damage to rods, guide bars or semi-finished rods from truck tyres, ceiling fans, etc.  The interruption for any of the above reasons or a natural disaster is not the result of an error by the manufacturer and will not be covered by the warranty.  Note: Canadian, Hawaiian and Alaskan customers must
pay an additional $5.00 for transportation and handling. Standard How to: Contact customer service at (909) 923-2828. Customer service will provide RA # which must be part of your return. Include name, return address, phone number, proof of purchase, and RA# with return. Ship the entire pole and
information back to Okuma at the address below with a check for $19.95 for return shipping. Customer service will contact you after okuma gets a pole to go through repairs or replacement. Accelerated replacement program: If you are not sure that your damage to the rod is covered by the warranty and
you want to avoid the waiting time associated with the warranty process and trial period, your limited lifetime warranty rod may be replaced at a flat price of $50.00 under our accelerated replacement program (bars under $60 retail will be replaced for $30).  Okuma will give you a spare rod with the cost
paid in advance.  To qualify for this program, you must be the original owner, provide proof of purchase, and or register your product online.  This accelerated replacement program is only valid for 3 years from the date of purchase.  To take advantage of the accelerated exchange program, you must cut
out the 6-inch part of the empty rod, which contains the model name, four-digit LOT number, and model number, and send it to the Okuma Warranty Center.  Any pole already replaced under this program is no longer eligible for accelerated Replacement Note: Canadian, Hawaiian and Alaskan customers
must pay an additional $20.00 for transportation and handling. High Performance Upgrade Program: No fisherman wants to worry about or deal with broken products, but we in Okuma realize that things can and do wrong while on the water.  We want to try to make your customer service experience with
Okuma as pleasant and painful as possible.  Therefore, we have created a third option for those of you who have registered your Limited Lifetime Warranty Bars with Okuma.  If your pole breaks for any reason, you have the option to get it replaced by that hot new upgraded model that you've read
everything about.  Just contact our customer service department and provide them with the model stick that you currently have.  Customer service will then provide you with the retail price of your pole and the difference in the cost of your existing pole and the innovation model you want.  All you have to do
is pay a $50 upgrade fee and pay the difference between retail prices on the bars. For example, if your current pole retails for $89.99 and the rod you want is $109.99 you'll pay $50 and the difference in price is $20.00.  If you are using a high performance upgrade program then you must cut at least 6 part
stick blank, which includes the model name, 4-digit LOT number and model number and send it to eyed customer service before a new rod is shipped. This innovation programme valid only up to 3 years after purchase. Note: Canadian, Hawaiian and Alaskan customers must pay an additional $20.00 for
transportation and handling. Transport and packaging instructions When using our limited lifespan, standard-warranty fishermen must return the entire rod, including broken parts, to Okuma's customer service department. Please provide a note with your name, address and telephone number together
with the return authorization number provided to you by our customer service representative. The RA number should be clearly printed on the outside of the box. Once we receive your payment of $19.95 we will then process your warranty claim and prepay the return service according to standard ground
transportation. Return Rods On: Okuma Fishing Solutions Corporation Attn: Customer Service Department 2310 East Locust Court Ontario, California 91761, USA (909) 923-2828 Non-Warranty Service Flat Fee Fantastic Stick! Very well built with high quality components!&lt;br&gt;Easy to handle £10
steelhead. The genus is very light and sensitive. Handles are my favorite style. Well worth the money! I bought an Okuma GSP-S-802L and can say that I got it right. The tip is very sensitive and sensitive, the rod has a large spine for large trout. I throw 1/32 oz preparations for trout river, so I chose an 8ft
model. Paired with Shimano 1000 class reels this rod rocks. You get a lot of features to find at a much higher price on this Okuma stick. 02-13-2017, 08:41am #1 Ifish Nate Date of Birth: Sep 2011 Location: Albany Contributions: 2482 eyelid guide pick for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! wanted to wait
until the summer to fish my new rod. Thank God I didn't, as I doubt I would have been able to go back by then. He took it out this morning. just commented on my fiance how big the rod felt. so easy! my bobber gliries under right in front of me, but I know it's a sandy bottom with no hooks, but I'll give it a
little pop. didn't even set the hook just pop and the rod literally collapsed!!!! so effing ****** off!!! it broke so easily im actually surprised that it didn't break during casting, although my cast at this point are just easy moves and not a full cast.... AAAGHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!! them with the loss of words.
went all the way there. with 5 castings and came home. athletes will open in 20 minutes and wrong to be super nice as I express my frustration and try to be on my best behavior as I ask politely for an exchange...... that should be a coincidence. id wanted to exchange for the same stick but will not lie, my
confidence in this rod has just fallen. _____________________ No man ever steps in the same river twice because it's not the same river and he's not the same man. Remove Ads Sponsored Links Advertising 02-13-2017, 08:57 #2 King Salmon Date of Birth: Jan 2001 Location: Canby, Oregon
Contributions: 16,379 Re: okuma guide lasted 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! This is definitely strange, mine was performing flawlessly.... Almost looks like the glue used to attach the handle passed into the empty rod .............. Hopefully a coincidence .......
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ join the group's and join the ... Northwest Steelheaders /Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Team Beavers 02-13-2017, 09:06 #3 tuna! Date of
birth: April 2005 Location: 165 miles NO God's land Contributions: 1154 Re: okuma guide to choose for, lasted 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I've never had a problem with mine. Maybe you have a prototype for a new 3-piece model? I'm sure they'll replace it for you. ______________________ Drive fast,
take risks. Remove Ads Sponsored Links Advertising 02-13-2017, 09:18 #4 Chromer Date of Birth: October 2006 Location: Spokane Posts: 736 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Call Okuma... they shall relate to obvious manufacturing defects ... 02-13-2017, 09:47
#5 Chromer Link date: July 2016 Location: St.Helens Contributions: 612 Re: okuma guide select pro, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Bummer Shawn! Probably a coincidence. My kids and I caught a lot of fish on the sst and broke one on an overhead sturgeon that ran under the boat faster than
my nephew could get the pole down, but the other then that I was great. I hope the next one is a little more durable 02-13-2017, 09:57 #6 King Salmon Date of birth: December 2003 Contributions: 5774 Re: eyepiece guide to choose for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Given where &amp; when it broke, it
seems like an obvious manufacturing defect, or possibly even hidden damage during the packing/transport/stocking process before you bought it that didn't manifest it until it got put under load. I'd be surprised if you couldn't get a free refund. 02-13-2017, 09:58 #7 tuna! Date of birth: December 2012
Location: Lane County Contributions: 1972 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! wow that sucks! I just talked into buying one on an athlete show of a well known steelhead ass who talked me out of buying much more expensive looms. Gotta be a freak accident &amp;
why aren't they taking a back up to the river? I never travel without at least 1 spare..... 02-13-2017, 10:30 #8 Ifish Nate Date of Birth: September 2011 Location: Albany Contributions: 2482 Re: eyepiece guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I had another pole. I was so ****** I had to
leave. We had quite rough nights at work and fishing right after work was supposed to make it better then that it was just ef's moment. Im done. No mass... I can't do this. I'm going home. So they took the rod back.. go back and catch others they said... they no longer had it in stock. Just my luck ... so I
had to look for something else and pay the difference. He picked up a cousins stick and gave him a twist test. 9'9 6-15. Super soft tip. To soft and I really like the 9ft range.... He finished just grabbing 9' 8-12 e6x. And honestly, I'm disappointed in that. I really liked the way giude choose for felt ... until it felt
like porridge.... I read e6x is a kind of 'meh' stick... but this is what they had ______________________ No man ever steps in the same river twice because it is not the same river and he is not the same man.   02-13-2017, 10:37 #9 Ifish Nate Date of Birth: Sep 2011 Location: Albany Contributions: 2482
Re: okuma guide pick pro, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted Snake_River Call Okuma... they shall relate to obvious manufacturing defects ... They mentioned that I could do this, but I don't want to deal with the effort of sending that broken stick to them then waiting for a new one in
the mail... plus then I pay to ship it.... ugh it's just one of those days.... The only plus side today is that I turned the coastal farm to get my hands on some weapons. I needed to pick me up after the last 16 hours. They had a glock 19 and a sig p320, so it was nice to do a side by side grip comparison to see
which I liked more than one would make my next purchase more than likely. _____________________ No man ever steps in the same river twice because it's not the same river and he's not the same man.   02-13-2017, 11:45 #10 Steelhead Link date: August 2016 Contributions: 119 Re: okuma guide to
choose for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I think you'll eventually be happy with the E6X. I have a couple and love them 02-13-2017, 12:09 PM #11 Chromer Link Date: Jan 2015 Contributions: 516 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted by Fisher18 I
think you'll end up happy with the E6X. I have a couple and love them first, sorry vole that really sucks! I'd be pretty upset if it happened to me. Secondly, I really love my E6X... I'm not professional, but I find it sensitive enough to detect those soft bites and has a good spine so you can bring a fish when
you need it. I have 1145-2s (9'6, 8-17 spinning model) and it was great for me. It's hard enough, too. I took a couple of good falls on it and it bounces back every time. Enjoy the new stick!   02-13-2017, 12:14 PM #12 Chromer Connection date: May 2008 Location: At Columbia near county line
Contributions: 803 Re: eyepiece guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally added 1nutinthewater wow that sucks! I just talked into buying one on an athlete show of a well known steelhead ass who talked me out of buying much more expensive looms. Gotta be a freak



accident &amp; why aren't they taking a back up to the river? I never travel without at least 1 spare..... I have two of them. They are a little lighter in action and feel from the same perspective laminate glass rods that I have. Lots of bars for money. I had eat my end, the story for another time. I took him
back to Bobs and I said what happened. He got a free refund in two weeks. Can not beat this kind of service from Bobs and Okuma. Such stories must be repeated.   02-13-2017, 03:19 PM #13 Thud Link Date: October 2011 Location: The Oregon Posts: 44 Re: Eye guide to pick for, took 5 castings,
BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I think I had exactly the same problem last year with Sturgeon, although their Okuma Avenger was putting the work (12 foot sturgeon) sent from my SM-G930T using Tapatalk 02-13-2017, 07:54 PM #14 Tuna!     Date of birth: December 2006 Location: Olympia Contributions: 1883 Re:
okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! There's Zebco, Popeil and Okuma, and then there's Loomis, Lami and Shimano.   02-13-2017, 09:10 pm #15 Chromer Date of Birth: July 2011 Location: Hillsboro Contributions: 843 Re: eyelid guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings,
BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Okuma will stand behind him. Take it to the fisherman. $15 and they'll send you a new one. In the meantime, don't you have a backup pole?   02-13-2017, 09:18 PM #16 Ifish Nate Date of Birth: Sep 2011 Location: Albany Contributions: 2482 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5 castings,
BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally added joeer77 Okuma will stand behind him. Take it to the fisherman. $15 and they'll send you a new one. In the meantime, don't you have a backup pole? Sorry I wouldn't have paid another $15 in compensation when that pole was clearly broken in front of my hand.
Besides, I live in Albany and don't drive to Portland for that either. If you read through the posts here you would have seen that yes, I have spare rods, I even had a second stick with me but was so ****** I just left. The athletes here in Albany took the pole back but didn't have that model in stock so I had
to pick another rod. _____________________ No man ever steps in the same river twice because it's not the same river and he's not the same man.   02-13-2017, 22:14 #17 Steelhead Link date: April 2014 Contributions: 154 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Sometimes
things break. I don't think I want to be there if you have a real crisis in your life.   02-13-2017, 22:21 #18 Steelhead Link date: September 2000 Location: Eugene, OR Contributions: 353 Re: eyelid guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted by Kenn Sometimes
things break. I don't think I want to be there if you have a real crisis in your life. I know a broken rod isn't funny, but that's ridiculous.   02-13-2017, 22:35 #19 Sturgeon Date of birth: Jan 2001 Location: Happy Rock, or posts: 3513 okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I had a
Okuma rod that reel seat vacated while my husband tried to reel in 30 #URB. He was furious! We have the cons of Okuma, here in town, and they sent me a new My husband works for All Sports, so now he won't let me buy Okuma items. He says they have a high rate of return. I've always heard good
things about them, but he sees them coming back every day for a break. So you're not alone. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk ________________________ I'm retired, having fun is my job! TEAM BANANA US Army Retired Member #496 02-13-2017, 23:41 #20 King Salmon Date of Birth: Jan 2010
Location: transition posts: 23,820 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally added fish4brains There's Zebco, Popeil, and Okuma, and then there's Loomis, Lami and Shimano. ....... in any particular order? ____________________ with one more year, Bambi's
father could be 200 buck 02-13-2017, 11:43 p.m. #21 King Salmon Date of birth: Jan 2010 Location: transition posts: 23,820 Re: eye guide to choose for, lasted 5 castings, broke!!!!!!!!!!! Bummer Shawn! I had a similar experience ... ended up with a liking stick, and it broke my heart 5 more times before
switching to... another company, but a similar scenario... _______________________ with one more year to go. Bambi's father could have been 200 buck 02-13-2017, 23:52 PM #22 Ifish Nate Date of birth: September 2011 Location: Albany Contributions: 2482 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5
castings, broke!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted by Kenn Sometimes things break. I don't think I want to be there if you have a real crisis in your life. LOL that's funny as I'm sure this post came off as I sound like a whining little snob. It was just one of those days and I'm just throwing my frustrations out
there. I think we had a terrible night at work (5pm -5am), kind of the night you wonder if anyone is getting canned food. Then I took my new rod, which I absolutely love feeling just that it falls apart at the slightest pressure... then the store has no refund ... just a bad day, but hardly a crisis in my eyes.
Sometimes you just want to scream or blow off steam. If you've never had a day like that...... well congratulations. _____________________ No man ever steps in the same river twice because it's not the same river and he's not the same man.   02-14-2017, 01:21 #23 King Salmon Date of birth: Jan 2004
Contributions: 18.216 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted by Roosevelt Bummer Shawn! I had a similar experience ... ended up with a liking stick, and it broke my heart 5 more times before switching to... another company, but a similar scenario
... I hope it wasn't this one.... You Tube WOW $19.95 in 1972. Pope pocket fisherman! What a deal! Back then, the fenwick top line was like $55-60. And the matching vintage DAM Quick was around $30-35. So let's see.... the most advanced salmon clothing for less than $100 of real money 45 years
ago.... Or a piece of junk with a built-in *** Johnson spincast reel for $20? I believe the modern day Snoopy stick at Walmart can be had for $20 in today's worthless money.... and even that is head/shoulders better than ppf. _______________________ Long live the kings! eyeFISH.... Keen Eye MD 02-
14-2017, 06:06 Am #24 tuna!     Date of birth: April 2004 Location: Between Starkey and Hebo Contributions: 1668 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Definitely an unfortunate end to a bad night. I hope the e6x grows on you. Sent from my SPH-L710 using Tapatalk
_________________________ The beauty of the Second Amendment is that it won't be necessary until it tries to take it. -Thomas Jefferson ΜΟΛΩΝ ΛΑΒΕ 02-14-2017, 11:30 #25 Steelhead Date of Birth: Jan 2001 Location: Vancouver, WA Contributions: 191 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5
castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I've been thinking about this for a while. Why don't we stop twisting the bars as a test as a test as fishermen? Maybe a 2 or 3 foot piece of line with snaps on both sides should be in our pockets. When we find a stick we like, clip the line at the tip, take it to the sinker department
and give it a real test! Clip the appropriate weight and lift it off the floor. Then select a more non appropriate size and give it a real test. This test could tell us a little more about the stick we have in our hands. $Bill 02-14-2017, 01:08 PM #26 Sturgeon Date of birth: September 2009 Location: Tri-Cities, WA
Contributions: 3613 Re: okuma guide pick for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted by DollarBill I've been thinking about it for a while. Why don't we stop twisting the bars as a test as a test as fishermen? Maybe a 2 or 3 foot piece of line with snaps on both sides should be in
our pockets. When we find a stick we like, clip the line at the tip, take it to the sinker department and give it a real test! Clip the appropriate weight and lift it off the floor. Then select a more non appropriate size and give it a real test. This test could tell us a little more about the stick we have in our hands.
$Bill was last in Cabelas, a walking salesman offered to hold a tip and lift me to see the action bars. Pretty close to the test you're talking about. ____________________ We heard that a million monkeys per million keyboards could produce complete works of Shakespeare; Now, thanks to the Internet, we
know that this is not true. - Robert Wilensky, speech at the 1996 conference 02-14-2017, 01:13 pm #27 Thudher Connection date: Sep 2016 Contributions: 31 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I went downstairs and bought 4 of these models to outfit my new drift boat
after talking to a salesman in a gloomis booth. This guy was so condensing, I'll never buy any more stocks. I hope mine lasts longer.   02-14-2017, 13:37 #28 tuna!     Connect June 2014 Location: Around the bend, under the riffle posts: 1710 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings,
BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Wowsy Doodles, I'd rather go buy one of these buddy bars to go fish with 100 guys and don't care about the world. I need to know at least 20 fishermen who didn't buy it and are happy. I have to figure out that anything made in China is not worth it, given that you move your wealth to
another part of the world when you do so. Think about it, my good man, buy something that will make you happy. ___________________ Worldwide No Finer Rod 02-14-2017, 02:12 PM #29 Steelhead Date of Birth: Sep 2014 Contributions: 347 Re: okuma guide to choose for, lasted 5 castings,
BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! I had a similar thing happen last month. I wasn't using a driftboat as much as I thought this winter, so I decided to treat myself to a nice bank bobber rod. I have one of those new lamiglas G1000 10'6s. The next morning, I went out. He cut the mark and installed a water winch. Bobber out
on a stick of fish, put a hook set and the thing snapped a few inches above the handle. Luckily the fishermen just swapped it for me, but it was disappointing to drive home that day.   2-14-2017, 5:44 p.m. #30 tuna!     Date of birth: August 2004 Location: St Helens Contributions: 1275 Re: okuma guide to
choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted by Thefishy1 I went downstairs and bought 4 of these models to outfit my new drift boat after talking to a salesman at a gloomis booth. This guy was so condensing, I'll never buy any more stocks. I hope mine lasts longer. similar
experience with their CS. I had 1 good and 1 bad experience with Lamiglas. 1 good I fell and broke the pole and went knowing that I would have to pay something and I think what I paid for the exchange was fair. The second time he was on his first trip with an XMG bobber rod and at the very first hookset
the top half snapped under the wrap of the first guide up. clearly a manufacturing defect. they told me that the rod is no longer made and there is no spare section and they would give me 50% of the msrp on another rod. Sorry, why should I pay extra for a rod that failed due to a manufacturing error?
slowly make the transition to Cousins and Okuma. __________________ Alumaweld Blackhawk 202 02-14-2017, 06:11 PM #31 King Salmon Date of Birth: Jan 2010 Location: transition posts: 23,820 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted by
eyefish I hope it wasn't this.... $19.95 WOW in 1972. Pope pocket fisherman! What a deal! Back then, the fenwick top line was like $55-60. And the matching vintage DAM Quick was around $30-35. So let's see.... the most advanced salmon clothing for less than $100 of real money 45 years ago.... or
plastic piece with built-in *** Johnson spincast reel for $20? I believe the modern day Snoopy stick at Walmart can be had for $20 in today's worthless money.... and even that is head/shoulders better than ppf. What's wrong with them? I know they don't fit well in Folbe, just shorten the rod holder a little to
accept, that guy buckling into the dock with a limit of kings is sufficient proof for me _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Bambi dad
could be 200 buck 02-14-2017, 06:23 PM #32 Chromer Date of birth: June 2013 Location: Molalla, OR Contributions: 596 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5 castings, broke!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally Posted by Roosevelt, what do you like about them? I know they don't fit well into Folbe, just cut the rod
holder a little bit to accept that the guy pushing into the dock with the limit of kings is sufficient proof for me, while funny, I remember my grandfather setting up as a kid growing up on Rogue with him. He used the same 6ft spinning rod, Garcia Mitchell reel and £8 K-Mart mono. I watched him land
everything he hunted; bass, steel head, salmon, whatever you name. What was interesting after he died I noticed bail had a groove worn into him from the line. To this day, I still believe that he is the person holding the pole and not the rod that fishes. Here's for you grandfather who is now fishing in a big
house! Sorry for the sly off topic! Jeff ____________________ No colons and still rollin' 02-15-2017, 03:23 PM #33 Tuna! Date of birth: September 2007 Location: Milwaukie, or posts: 1448 Re: okuma guide to choose for, permanently 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! It seems to me that you have epoxy in the
area of the break, which means that since the build it has been broken. 02-15-2017, 03:45 PM #34 Ifish Nate Date of Birth: Jan 2011 Location: Portland Contributions: 2425 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! That's on, but you really should have contacted Okuma and had it
sorted out through them. I'm sure you'd get a new pole without paying shipping. Okuma is great with warranty and stands behind its product. Plus their smart and don't want negative reviews of their products online to deter 1,000 potential buyers. 02-15-2017, 04:39 PM #35 Ifish Nate Date of Birth: Sep
2011 Location: Albany Contributions: 2482 Re: okuma guide to choose for, took 5 castings, BROKE!!!!!!!!!!! Quote: Originally posted Salmon N Steel, which sucks, but really you should contact Okuma and have it resolved through them. I'm sure you'd get a new pole without paying shipping. Okuma is
great with warranty and stands behind its product. Plus their smart and don't want negative reviews of their products online to deter 1,000 potential buyers. Maybe, but even more convenient for me to just go back to the store. this is about discouraging people from buying bars, check out reviews reviews
any bars and you will find someone who has had a bad experience with it. I'm sure it was just a coincidence how many people here mentioned that they had the same rod without any problems, and I even tried to get the exact rod again, but the store didn't have any in stock. I still plan to buy another one in
the future despite the terrible experience I've had with this. _____________________ No man ever steps in the same river twice because it's not the same river and he's not the same man.   « Previous Thread | Next Thread » Posting Rules You may not write new topics You may not write replies You may
not write attachments You may not edit your posts HTML code is disabled All times are GMT -8. The time now is 01:57 AM. Page generated in 0.30489 seconds with 48 query queries
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